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tippling in their shops, by which practice they are not only rendered incapable
of labour... (but by their bodys being kept in a continual heat) are thereby
more liable to receive infection,28
At the same time a representation was made to the Secretary for War
pointing put the evils of the exemption from quartering soldiers. Every
retailer set up a still, and every inferior trader had been encouraged to
sell strong waters, and under these two exceptions almost all spirit-
sellers sheltered themselves from taking soldiers. These shops, they say,
seem to deserve the least encouragement of any public-houses, as they
cause more mischief than all others joined together, and, e as we are
informed by several physitians* are most likely 'to prepare and dispose
the bodies of those who usually drink such liquors ... to receive any
infection that may be brought in among us*.
The Government was slow to respond. In 1725 the chairman of the
Middlesex Bench in his charge to the Grand Jury said:
... the cry of excessive ... drinking of gin and other pernicious spirits, is
become so great, so loud, so importunate, and the growing mischiefs from it
so many, so great, so destructive of the lives, families, trades, and businesses
of such multitudes, especially of the lower, poorer sort of the people, that I
can no longer doubt but it must soon reach the ears of our legislators.29
In the following October a committee of justices was appointed to in-
quire into the increasing number of retailers. Returns were made by the
constables of 6,187 houses and shops where spirits were openly retailed
in the metropolis excluding the City and the Surrey side of the river.
And although this number is exceeding great... (being in some parishes
every tenth house, in others every seventh, and in one of the largest, every
fifth house) the committee believe it to be very far short of the true number,
there being many who sell. . . even in the streets and highways, some on
bulks set up for that purpose, and others in wheelbarrows, and many more
who sell privately in garrets, sellars, backrooms and other places. . .. The
committee observe with deep concern the strong inclination of the inferior,
sort of people to these destructive liquors, and yet, as if that were not suffi-
cient, all arts are used to tempt and invite them. All chandlers, many tobac-
conists, and such who sell fruit or herbs in stalls and wheelbarrows sell
geneva, and many inferior tradesmen begin now to keep it in their shops for
their customers, whereby it is scarce possible for soldiers, seamen, servants,
or others of their rank, to go anywhere without being drawn in either by

